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Abstract 
 

Social media and digital image use is pervasive in today’s society.  It has altered the 

manner in which we communicate, changing the social norms that have been prevalent.  This 

change affects all aspects of our lives, from personal, to business and social.  To keep pace with 

the changes in social communication, industry must adapt quickly to this changing technology 

and changing communication norms.  The fire service is no exception.  It is necessary for the fire 

service to define policies that address guidelines for social media postings, and clarify the 

ownership of images taken while on duty (career or volunteer).  The absence of such a policy 

could have potentially damaging effects for the department, employees, members and citizens. 

This research, performed from the multiple disciplinary perspectives of public policy and 

management, examines the need for such a policy in Loudoun County, a combination system 

providing fire, rescue, and emergency management services.  Suggested policy elements are 

presented for both employee and member personal use of social media, and use and ownership of 

images, audio, and video.  The policy elements account for three factors; preventing reputational 

damage to the department, protecting the rights of citizens being served, and balancing the 

personal freedoms of the men and women serving in its ranks.  The ADKAR framework is 

discussed as a methodology for policy implementation in order to increase the likelihood of a 

successful implementation.   
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Social Media Risk Management 

A Policy for Loudoun County Fire Department 

Firefighter posted on Facebook -- four words without intrinsic meaning or context, 

however, when discussed in the office of the fire chief or county administrator elicit feelings of 

fear and anxiety.  In an ABC 13 - Houston newscast, Willey (2014) highlighted such an incident.  

A firefighter, Kerry Williams, updated his Facebook account while amidst an ongoing search for 

a possible drowning victim, Victor Gonzalez.  Williams stated, “So 45 mins after aforementioned 

‘drunk Mexican’ jumped from his boat we go searching.  An hour later HPD dive team and 

helicopter show up.  We are done with our search no body recovery and no ‘drunk Mexican’ (p. 

1).”  Miller (2009), reporting for Fox News, discussed another incident involving Frank 

Musarella, a former detective and EMT, who while responding to an emergency call utilized his 

camera phone, taking an explicit picture of Caroline Wimmer.  She was a murder victim who had 

been beaten and strangled.  He later posted the photo on his Facebook page (p.1). 

The problem is that Loudoun County Fire and Rescue (LCFR) does not have a policy to 

address the ownership and use of information and images acquired and/or created during the 

course of duty by system employees and volunteers.  LCFR also does not have a method to 

identify material that is inappropriate for posting on personal social media pages.  Without a 

policy in place, employees and volunteers may inadvertently release protected data of citizens 

requesting emergency services, or improperly represent the Department on their personal social 

media pages, resulting in a loss of public trust in the agency.  So, how can employee rights be 

balanced with employer protection regarding social media posting and digital image use?   

A social media and digital image policy, or lack thereof, affects a great number of people 

with both a growing residential base and fire department.  Fire Chief Keith Brower of Loudoun 
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County, in an interview with Smith (2014), provided Loudoun County is a five hundred twenty 

square mile county in Northern Virginia, bordered by Fairfax County, Prince William County, 

Clark County, Fauquier County, Frederick and Montgomery County, MD, and Jefferson County, 

WV.  The population served is three hundred forty thousand with Loudoun leading the fastest 

growing jurisdiction in the United States list for the past ten years.  The Department has a total of 

twenty stations, three staffed with career firefighters only, and sixteen stations combined with 

both career and volunteer firefighters and emergency medical technicians.  There are 

approximately five hundred career staff and one thousand volunteers.  In 2014, there were 

17,644 EMS calls; 5,635 fire calls; and 2,482 public service calls answered by the Department 

(p. 14). 

 The Bachelor of Individualized Study concentration of “Public Policy Management” will 

be used to investigate and answer the below questions posed jointly through the combined lenses 

of Public Policy and Management.  The purpose of this research is to understand how to balance 

the rights of fire department employees while maintaining the protections of the department, with 

regards to social media and digital images, where content is derived while on duty.  Historic 

research through the literature review will be performed to answer the following questions:  

(a) Why is social media a problem for fire departments? 

 (b) Are county employees and system volunteers equally subject to the Freedom of 

Information Act regulations?  

(c) What relevant legal issues have arisen regarding this subject?  

(d) What are the current best practices for social media policy development and 

implementation specific to fire departments?    
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Understanding the negative consequences imposed upon the citizenry will be searched 

through the Public policy point of view.  This will provide insight as to the effects on the public 

should their information be misappropriated or used in a manner by public employees or 

supporting volunteer staff that causes a loss of trust in the department.  Concurrently, internal 

policy needs to be developed and implemented based upon the outcomes of the research.  From 

the management discipline, the policy implementation will be viewed through the change 

management point of view.  The result is expected to be a cohesive project resulting in 

recommendations to the county for policy changes that will concurrently protect the employer, 

employee, and the public.  In addition, this will take into consideration the rights of the 

employees and volunteers that serve as firefighters and emergency medical technicians. 

Due to the complexities of a combination system comprised of both career and volunteer 

members, and because it is a public agency that serves its citizens, providing sensitive services in 

some cases, this topic demands observation from both the public policy and management 

disciplines. The significance is illustrated by the two departments that are introduced at the 

beginning of this paper.  Improper use of social media by employees, on or off duty, can have a 

profound impact on the citizens who rely on first responders during an emergency.  Lack of 

public trust could be a factor leading to department budget cuts and the possibility of outsourcing 

services. This research is intended for review by the Deputy Chief of Operations, while sub-

audiences may include the senior staff, human resources department, County attorney’s office, 

Board of Supervisors, and County Administrator. 
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Interdisciplinary Rationale 
 

This research is focused on social media risk management utilizing a convergence of 

three disciplines in order to fully comprehend the issues and impacts associated with creating and 

implementing a policy for local government first responders.  First, consideration of impacts to 

citizens and risks to the organization for breach of personal information is looked at from the 

disciplines of public policy and communication.  Second, understanding the employee/employer 

dynamic and communicating of change throughout the organization is covered by management 

and communications.  Finally development and implementation of a policy that protects the 

employee and organization, while equally serving the citizens, is looked at from a combination 

of public policy and management. 

 

 Figure 1 Integration of disciplines informing the social media risk management practice 
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How to balance the rights of fire department employees while maintaining the protections 

of the department, with regards to social media and digital images, where content is derived 

while on duty cannot be thoroughly answered through the monocle of a single discipline.  Herein 

the researcher has applied a heterogeneous approach, blending concepts from; law and society, 

mass communication and rhetorical criticism, organizational communication, organizational 

design, and change management to enumerate an answer. 

The three selected disciplines: public policy, communications, and management are each 

multiple disciplinary in construction, draw from the social sciences and humanities.  While 

broadly similar, each discipline has its distinct: focus, bias, and optic through which it views the 

given topic.  The greater world view of the issue of social media risk management, however, is 

realized only through observation and assessment at the point where each of the disciplines 

overlay one another to fully understand the problems associated, thus fully developing a response 

to the issue of social media risk management. 

Social media is but one of many technological advances in the field of communication. 

While there are as many definitions for social media as there are contributors, for this research, 

focused on a fire service point of view, Scott (2013) describes it as, “a Web- or mobile-based 

means of mass communication which also allows for social interaction”, emphasizing that it, 

“mov[es] information between the news source, the individual and the broader community in the 

form of interaction and dialog” (p. 2).   

  Understanding the public effects of internal government human resource policy and how 

the government adapts to an insurgence of technological change is of interest to this researcher 

because it requires an interdisciplinary approach to fully understand the problem and address the 

solution.   J. Curtis Varone, Fire Chief for Providence Rhode Island, and attorney, spoke to Fire 
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Chief Magazine on the topic of social media and firefighters.  Bischoff (2011) wrote from that 

interview that technology has changed evermore the ability to take a picture and share it with the 

world, immediately.  Varone stated that what we had earlier was a “distribution problem”, the 

Internet and camera phones have eliminated that (p. 1).  Now, content, including: images, text, 

and meta data can be released to the world, from anywhere, in an instant.  When local 

government first responders are the ones behind the release, and that information is either 

observed as improperly representing the fire department or a breach of personal information, 

with content derived from access provided due to their position, this becomes a very broad and 

public concern.   

Actions taken either on or off duty can have serious impacts to all involved: the poster, 

the target, and the employer.  Public employees lose their First Amendment Right of Freedom of 

Speech when they make statements pursuant to their official duties (Dammeier p. 308).  

Observing through the duality of management and public policy, law, ethics, and risk 

management can provide insight to what should and should not be done.  This, however, is only 

one side of this problem.  The polarity of management and communications provides the 

organization connection to shape employee understanding, lead change, and adapt unwanted 

behavior to a new norm.  This research provides a way forward to balance the rights of 

employees with employer and citizen protection, regarding social media posting and digital 

image use with work derived content.  

There are laws to protect citizens receiving emergency medical treatment, including 

HIPPA and the HITECH Act, but an underlying factor not yet discussed is who owns the 

information and images which may be inadvertently released?  Collins (2012) observes that the 

public employer is in fact be in the position of ownership of this information (pp 71-72).  It is 
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imperative that employees wholly understand that they are entrusted with sensitive information 

and that content is owned by the employer and the effects of its release may now be completely 

theirs for both civil and criminal liability.  Whitfield (2013) advises, issues of, “workplace 

confidentiality, loyalty, privacy, and monitoring” as related to “freedom of expression” (p. 843) 

are key to the discussion.  Bisecting with change management, Whitfield (2013) says, 

“[E]mployers [should] determine the culture they seek to create and fashion a policy to their 

specific needs” (p. 848). 

Combining management and communications through the organizational 

communications and organizational design disciplines affords a way to direct policy change at 

the place most effective in the event chain.  Determining the need for change, while sharing a 

vision, providing for employee feedback and education, developing the policy and executing that 

change, is the course forward to mitigate the current risk position.  Kotter (2013) says, 

“Leadership is about coping with change” and that (change) is not going to stop any time soon 

(p.6).  This is true for this problem and technology and its impacts as a whole.  This policy 

implementation is where the combined lenses of public policy, management, and communication 

come to bear in order to change the hearts and minds of local government first responders to 

mitigate the intended or unintended release of protected information in social media channels.  

This is not a simple technical problem with a technical solution, but an adaptive problem that 

requires behaviors, some long held, to change.  This will ultimately create a more secure 

environment for all stakeholders and maintain the high status afforded to these respected public 

servants. 

Change will be constant in government, and technology, as in this case, is a major 

impetus for such change.  How quickly the agency recognizes that change and adapts to its use 
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will determine the level of success or harm that will be introduced.  Future research may address 

mass communications further changing the way we exchange messages, creating a new set of 

issues which have not yet been thought of. 

Background and Literature Review 

Social media is a broad term with interpretations ranging from a single social networking 

site to any user generated content on the Internet.  Scott (2013), from a Fire Service point of 

view, describes social media as, “a Web- or mobile-based means of mass communication which 

also allows for social interaction”, emphasizing that it, “mov[es] information between the news 

source, the individual and the broader community in the form of interaction and dialog” (p. 2).  

Separately, Whitfield (2013), from a legal standing, supports a definition of, “a two-way 

conversation in which websites, resources, and people connect, create, and develop content 

collectively” (p. 844).  This paper will follow Scott’s definition, with the further understanding 

that the websites where content is generated must also be either publicly accessible or accessible 

to invited guests, in order to view or update the content.  A simple web-log site where no other 

person is invited and is only accessible by the author would not in this case be considered social 

media.  Whitfield (2013) adds, these many social sites are deep-seeded in the lives of their users, 

as employees connect and interact with individuals from their work, community groups, social 

circles, and old friends and acquaintances.  Here they communicate by; posting, commenting, 

providing geo-locations, ranting, and even providing pictures. 

(a) Why is social media a problem for fire departments?  
 

There are many factors at play regarding social media use and the fire department.  The fire 

department is both an employer, having employees, budgets, and providing service, as well as a 
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big (in this case) part of local government, serving citizens, at the pleasure of the county 

administrator, and impacted, for good or bad, by the transparency in government.  Actions taken 

by the fire department are a public concern as they affect the citizenry.  Internal policies that are 

implemented for the department are done so as an employer to shape expectations and behaviors 

of employees.  In some cases, policies (or lack thereof) meant for shaping employee behavior, 

can traverse the employer/employee relationship and impact the citizenry as a public concern.  

This flow of cause and effect traverses the internal organizational management to external 

public policy as potential effects meet the citizens served.  Scott (2013) adds, fire departments 

have not been quick to adapt to the use of social media, either as a department communication 

tool, or to address their liability for employees posting information related to their employment 

(p. 1).  Scott (2013) goes on to discuss that reduced public trust and the possibility of reduced 

budgets should influence fire departments to address social media as a way to communicate with 

constituents to affect the positive image of the organization.  Fire departments that do not 

address social media are subject to consequences, including damage to their image, such as; 

employees airing internal issues with the department, providing unsuitable communication with 

the public, and releasing protected patient information (p. 7).  Speaking generally about the 

current organizational landscape with regards to social media, Smith and Kidder (2010) offer 

that as social networking has become the norm and the issues associated with its use so 

compelling, that policies regarding appropriateness of information posted are warranted (p. 

498).  The authors add, there are differences in generational use of social media. Specifically, 

Millennials are the primary users and are, “much more comfortable with posting private identity 

information in a public way than do the other generations” (as cited in Epstein 2008 pp. 1143-
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1168), while Generation “X-ers---are more private and independent” (as cited in Lyons, 

Duxbury, & Higgins, 2007 pp. (339-352) (p. 497). 

Employers are concerned because once information is posted on the Internet, it is not 

easily removed.  Whitfield (2013) provides, from the article from (Cheng, 2010) that “…even 

‘deleted’ photographs may remain accessible through backup copies that linger indefinitely on 

servers” (pp. 846-847).  Whitfield (2013) paralleled Bryant (2012) in that once private 

information is made public through posting to a public website (social site), it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to recapture it.  Put another way, what is “written” on the Internet is done so in ink. 

 While providing benefits to individuals and organizations, social media is not without 

risks, according to Chi (2011.  One of the biggest risks is sharing too much information (p. 1).   

Chi continues, explaining, 

[S]ocial media sites like Facebook and Twitter create the illusion of familiarity 

and intimacy on the Internet.  The result is that people may be inclined to share 

information on the Internet that their employer would have preferred to keep 

private. (p. 8)   

Three main reasons were cited for the inadvertent release of information by insiders; “Misplaced 

and stolen laptops, careless emailing of sensitive data, and inadvertent posting of documents on 

an internet site” (p. 15).  Social media has altered the societal boundary lines between, “personal, 

business, and legal spheres”, according to Peterson (2014, p. 96).   Both Peterson (2014) and Chi 

(2011) agreed that social media was not without risks, specifically the loss of private information 

and character assassination. 

 Social media is still a developing trend and organizational exposures are not fully 

understood at this time, according to Perrino (n.d.).  With the ability to maintain some 
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anonymity, employees who make harassing statements, defame others, release protected 

information, or participate in cyber-bullying, could open their employer to liability, if their social 

site is tied too closely with the organization such that they are a deemed a spokesperson.  Perrino 

agrees with Chi (2011) that people have a tendency, when in isolation, to make statements or 

release information that would not be done in a face-to-face communication (pp. 1-6).  Acts of 

disinhibition, according to Younkins (2013), and revealing too much personal information, are 

not uncommon on-line.  Toxic disinhibition or obscene rants resulting from a bad day may also 

impulsively be posted on a social site.   

 The way in which people interact has been profoundly changed by social media, blurring 

the boundary between professional and personal lives.  Employees are using social media to 

praise, congratulate, complain and discuss both personal and work issues. This can easily place 

employer’s reputations at risk with a single unthoughtfully placed post.  Further, with no 

knowledge or permission of the employee, these comments can be re-sent to a larger distribution, 

by any one of their “friends”, further releasing protected or false information or increasing 

reputation damage to the organization (p. 223-233).  Perrion suggests the first line of defense to 

reduce this activity and associated liability is to create a social media policy with a provision for 

training for all covered employees.  Not every scenario or edge case will be able to be covered in 

such a policy, but reasonable behaviors should be addressed (pp. 1-6). 

The need for fire departments to adopt a social media policy to protect them and provide 

guidance to firefighters and emergency medical providers to prevent trouble was reviewed by 

Collins (2012).  The change in technology that provides a camera in almost every phone, with 

direct internet access, and interconnected web based social circles, has changed the dynamic in 

which information is shared, in both speed and content.  This, tied to the decreasing protection of 
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privacy for public employees, can lead to situations where employees can harm both themselves 

and their agency by posting privileged information on the Internet (p. 71).  A second issue is who 

owns photographs taken as part of a public employee’s scope of duty?  Based upon this answer 

the image may be a public record, and litigation may quickly bypass the employee and target the 

deeper pockets of the public agency (pp. 71-72).   

Another issue with digital images is that some images may have geolocation information 

within the metadata of the digital image.  This, along with other information like time stamps, 

can provide a precise location, date, and time the image was taken.  Tie this information to image 

details of, for instance, a patient, and this could actually indicate what health condition the 

patient was being treated for, a direct violation of the federal Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPPA). 

An issue from the social media side that Collins (2012) discussed was tying a personal site 

to the public agency through identifying employment information.  This links the two and can 

provide the illusion that the person represented on the site is speaking as a representative or agent 

of the public entity.  If this link can be made, it can be assumed by the “common man” that the 

information is coming from “a place of knowledge or expertise” (p. 72).  This type of situation 

may require a fire department to address both on duty and off duty activities and provide 

guidance to protect both the agency and employees.  Firefighters and EMTs must maintain 

privileged, sensitive information because of their position and protect it from inadvertent release. 

In another recent example of poor decision making, Stater (2014) reported in his public 

safety news blog, Statter911, about yet another Houston Fire Department employee, Byron 

Miller.  Miller, an Arson Investigator, posted a comment to his personal Facebook page 

following reports of the ISIS beheading, stating according to KTRK-TV, “F*** Islam and F*** 
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Muslims” atop a picture of the American Flag (p. 1).  There appear to be many issues with public 

employees with regards to their rights, but are their speeches protected because they are on their 

personal websites?  In the case of Investigator Miller, Statter (2014) provides, according to 

KTRH Radio, that the Facebook site had several references to him working for the Fire 

Department.  How can an inference to where you work have any effect on your personal web 

posting? 

(b) (b) Are county employees and system volunteers equally subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act regulations?  

 The Virginia Legislative Information System (2011), archive for the Virginia 

State Code, defines public records, (§ 2.2-3701) as; 

Public records’ means all writings and recordings that consist of letters, words or 
numbers, or their equivalent, set down by handwriting, typewriting, printing, 
photostatting, photography, magnetic impulse, optical or magneto-optical form, 
mechanical or electronic recording or other form of data compilation, however 
stored, and regardless of physical form or characteristics, prepared or owned by, 
or in the possession of a public body or its officers, employees or agents in the 
transaction of public business. Records that are not prepared for or used in the 
transaction of public business are not public records. 

 
 The Loudoun County (n.d) records requests website provides “Public records are 

available to the public in accordance with VA FOIA regulations.  Certain protected 

records are available through an online request form” (p. 1).  From the Loudoun County 

(n.d.) types of records held website, the following represent the general records that are 

archived, and unless specifically prohibited, can be made available to the public upon 

request; records generated in the normal conduct of business, communications of staff 

and officials as a course of business, personnel records, and County contracts.  From the 

Your FOIA rights webpage of Loudoun County (n.d.), citizens have a right to inspect or 

reproduce or audit (or both) public records.  Charges may apply as applicable by law.  
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Noncompliance by the County can be reversed through filing a court petition to compel 

the release of requested documents (p. 1). 

 Because Loudoun County is comprised of both paid employees and independent 

volunteer fire and rescue departments, it is also necessary to understand both, who can 

form a volunteer fire or rescue department and if that department is also considered a 

public body, even though it is a private organization.  The Virginia Legislative 

Information System (2001), archive for the Virginia State Code, defines who may form a 

fire and/or Emergency Medical Services (EMS) company as, § 27-8) as; 

Any number of persons, not less than twenty, may form themselves into a 
company for extinguishing fires or for performing emergency medical 
services, or both. In any county in which two or more companies for 
extinguishing fires or for performing emergency medical services shall 
join together and singly use one fire/EMS station, the number of persons 
in the combined companies shall be not less than twenty. The minimum 
number of persons required by this section shall only apply to the 
formation of a fire company. (p. 1) 

 
In an advisory opinion from the Virginia Freedom of Information Advisory Council, Everett 

(2003) was asked, is a volunteer fire department a public body under VA FOIA?  The executive 

director provided, it is key to understand how the volunteer department is funded to understand if 

it is, “wholly or principally [funded] by public funds”.  While the law does not provide for a 

definition of “principally”, the Advisory council, “general[ly] rule[s] an entity that receives at 

least two-thirds, or 66.6 percent, of its operating budget from government sources would be 

supported principally by public funds”.  Each such case is ruled individually to make a final 

determination (p. 1).  This is significant because Loudoun County has sixteen independent 

volunteer fire and rescue departments that provide services on behalf of the County that are 

partially to wholly funded through public funds.  If their member social media posts and digital 
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images are public records, as are County employees, in accordance with FOIA regulations, they 

will need to adopt some specific policy to address that burden, as well.   

A discussion with Loudoun County Deputy County Attorney (personal communication M. 

Spring, 2015, February 23), who is the assigned council for the Loudoun County Fire 

Department, provided additional clarity that VA FOIA applies to both the career Loudoun 

County Fire Department, as well as the independent volunteer stations.  A combination of direct 

funding, infrastructure, and other resources provided by Loudoun County and Loudoun County 

combined fire and rescue system (2014) Chapter 258 of the Loudoun County Ordinances, 

Administrative Code, ties both entities together under one combined system charter creating this 

requirement for open records. The question was asked, “Can public records only be requested 

through the record holder (originator) as they would be the one in position to provide the 

response?”  Deputy Attorney Spring provided that would be correct, and in addition, “FOIA 

provides that if a request is received by a public body that is not the custodian of the records, but 

that public body knows which public body is the custodian, the recipient must provide contact 

information for the known custodian.”  But are there any exceptions?  Spring continued that 

FOIA does carve out an exemption for law enforcement to include the Fire Marshal’s office 

providing, “…language that does not mandate the release of criminal investigative file materials, 

which would include photographs.  There is no such similar exemption for photographs of fire-

rescue calls.” 

Social media and digital imagery are in a constant state of change.  Now there are 

wearable tech -- like helmet cams and google glass that get a point-of-view perspective from the 

wearer.  Tanzola (2015), Public Information Officer for Austin Texas Fire Department, posed the 

question of who owns the images.  Simply put, irrespective of ownership of the hardware, the 
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images, while on-duty as a public employee, are subject to the Freedom of Information Act, 

owned by sponsoring organization, and subject to archival and release (p. 31). 

(c) What relevant legal issues have arisen regarding this subject?  

There have been numerous cases related to public employees challenging their First 

Amendment right to free speech.  Marcum, Sandra, and Perry (2014) discussed several of these 

important cases and outcomes.  In Pickering v. Board of Education (391 U.S. 563 (1968)), the 

plaintiff, Pickering, challenged the school board’s appropriation of funding among athletic and 

educational curriculum, as well as failure to look into alternate funding schemes, and finally 

criticized the superintendent for preventing opposition from the teachers on the aforementioned.  

The school board claimed Pickering’s statements to the press were inaccurate and were causing 

internal controversy.  Pickering was terminated.  The United States Supreme Court ruled 8-1 

that Pickering’s First Amendment rights were violated.  At the heart of this controversy was 

balancing the right to free speech for government employees.  The determination was made that 

the school’s interest in constricting the teacher’s input on public debate is not significantly 

greater than limiting that of the public at large.  They cited that Freedom of Speech, “[I]s so 

pronounced that damages are not recoverable by a targeted public employee unless made with 

knowledge of its falsity or with reckless disregard for the truth”, since known as the balancing 

test (p. 8). 

A second case examined by Marcum, Sandra, and Perry (2014) was Connick v. Myers 

where the plaintiff, Sheila Myers, did not want to be moved to another division of the district 

attorney’s office.  She solicited opinions of employees regarding issues within the office.  This, 

she was told, was insubordination, for which she was terminated.  The district court held that the 

plaintiff’s case was in fact “a matter of public concern”, in accordance with the Pickering 
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balancing test.  The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals sustained the same decision.  Marcum, 

Sandra, and Perry (2014) provided that, “[P]ublic concern must be related to”, as the United 

States Supreme Court cited, “[A]ny matter of political social or other concerns to the 

community” (p. 9).  The court further cited, “[W]hen a public employee speaks not as a citizen 

upon matters of public concern, but instead as an employee upon matters only of personal 

interest, absent the most unusual circumstances, a federal court is not the appropriate forum in 

which to review the wisdom of a personnel decision” (p. 9).  This is significant because if public 

employees simply use social media to air their personal work grievances, their speech may be 

not protected.  The change in technology has altered the distribution of information from 

circulating a memorandum in the office, read by a small audience, to posting comments on a 

social media site, followed by or traversed by potentially hundreds or thousands of people, 

immediately.  Public employee comments regarding work must be carefully thought out and 

weighed against their potential impact against the employer and the citizens served.  

Questionable posts of personal interest against the department or citizens can result in 

termination of the employee with the speech of that employee unprotected. 

Marcum, Sandra, and Perry (2014) in a third, significant case, Cebellos v. Garcetti, 

Richard Cebellos a district attorney for Los Angeles County was requested to, “[R]eview a 

motion challenging a warrant in a criminal case” (p. 9).  The request was completed and 

Cabellos discovered several issues he perceived as mistakes, which he testified to in a later court 

appearance, causing the warrant to ultimately fail.  Subsequently, Cabellos was moved to 

another courthouse, and denied a promotion.  He filed suit, the first court granted summary 

judgment in favor of the defendant.  In appeal, the decision was reversed, determined that this 

was a matter of public concern.  The Supreme Court reviewed the case and made a seminal 
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determination that, “[W]hen public employees make statements pursuant to their official duties, 

the employees are not speaking as citizens”, further, “Employers have heightened interests in 

controlling speech made by an employee in his or her professional capacity.  Official 

communications have official consequences; therefore, this creates a need for substantive 

consistency and clarity” (p. 10).  In this landmark outcome, if the speech is made as an act in the 

employee’s official capacity, it does not receive protection under the First Amendment. 

In a fourth case, A. Weintraub v. Board of Education New York (593 F.3d 196 (2nd Cir. 

2010), David Weintraub, a teacher, had books thrown at him by a student.  The student was sent 

to the office of the principal.  The next day the same issue repeated.  The plaintiff filed a union 

grievance due to lack of perceived discipline of the student by the administration.  This was met 

with a poor evaluation of Weintraub by the school which was seen by Weintraub as retaliation.  

The district court cited, the speech was not, “[A] desire for personal gain” (p. 10).  The school 

challenged, and following a rehearing, the district court cited, “Weintraub was speaking as an 

employee, proceeding through official channels to complain about unsatisfactory working 

conditions” (p. 10).  Weintraub appealed, and the evidence examined led the court to assess his 

process including the use of a union grievance, which Weintraub elicits was not required as an 

official duty.  Consideration was given to this, however, it was decided that the grievance 

process was not a channel accessible to ordinary citizens though was made available to him 

through his employment.  The Second Circuit court sustained the prior court’s decision, citing, 

“[S]peech can be ‘pursuant to’ a public employee’s official job duties even though it is not 

required by, or included in, the employee’s job description, or in response to a request by an 

employer” (p. 11). 
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Transitioning from case law to legislation, Whitfield (2013) discussed HIPPA, as related 

to practitioners, in this case the fire department, in which billing for patient transport is now 

liable for; 

[They] must follow strict disclosure standards that prohibit the transmitting of a 
patient’s unencrypted medical information, including, among other things, a 
patient’s personal-identifying information, medical procedures, or treatments.  An 
employer may be liable if an employee posts on social-media sites confidential 
patient information in violation of HIPPA (p. 859).   

Dammeier (2012) agreed with Collins (2012) that the privacy rights of public employees 

are reduced from that of the ordinary citizen.  Dammeier brought to light the reduction of privacy 

expected by public employees, simply by virtue of working for a Government agency, through, 

“Freedom of Information act disclosures,…physical searches of their workplaces, 

communications, an even their homes” (p. 312).   Dammeier notes that;  

 
 [P]ublic employees do not enjoy an expectation of privacy regarding information 
contained in their personnel files, like their salaries and other personal financial 
records.  Privacy rights involving drug testing and audio and video monitoring 
have likewise diminished over the last several years.  Finally with the 
proliferation of social media, public employees are falling victim to free speech 
retaliation that bears an eerily similar complexion to that of other vanishing 
privacy rights. (p. 297) 
 

Marcum and Perry (2014) were in-line with Dammeier (2012) in that the protections of 

public employees are reduced with regards to privacy and First Amendment protections.  

Methods of communication have evolved, however, the law has not kept pace with 

technology, nor has the fire department (p. 17).   

Central to the notion that privacy protections are diminishing are court decisions that 

continuously “err on the side of disclosure” to promote transparency and accountability in 

government through broad interpretation of the Freedom of Information Act (pp. 305-306). 
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Dammeier illuminated, in the case of Garcetti v. Ceballos as ruled upon by the U.S. 

Supreme Court, “When public employees make statements pursuant to their official duties, the 

employees are not speaking as citizens for First Amendment purposes, and the Constitution does 

not insulate their communications from employer discipline” (p. 308).  

The question was posed by Klemchuk & Desai (2014), “Can employer monitoring of 

employee social media violate the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)?” (p. 9).  

The ECPA protects electronic communications while in transit, while the Stored 

Communications Act (SCA), protecting communications held in electronic storage.  This 

question was first addressed when a hospital employee, Ronco, who was a Facebook friend of 

another employee, Ehling, viewed her wall post and was, "…concerned it reflected deliberate 

disregard for patient safety" (p. 10).  Ronco captured screen images of the private Facebook wall 

of Ehling and provided it, voluntarily to hospital management.  Ehling was suspended with pay 

and notified of the hospital’s concern for her disparaging comments.  Ehling filed a complaint 

with the NLRB, which found for the employer as no privacy violation occurred and the initial 

information was sent to management unsolicited.  Ms. Ehling filed a separate suit in Federal 

Court against the hospital claiming they violated the SCA via improper access to her private 

Facebook page.  The court found that the Facebook wall posts are stored indefinitely as backups 

and that the Facebook page was not public, thus the posts were covered by the SCA.  However, 

the court additionally found the Authorized User Exception applied to this case in three parts, 

first communication was accessed, second, by an authorized user of the service, third with 

communication intended for that user.  Mr. Ronco provided Monmouth-Ocean screenshots of 

Ms. Ehling’s Facebook wall, voluntarily and without coercion. Some key elements observed in 

this case are; Employer’s should not actively seek out obtaining an employee’s private social 
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media content as it may be in violation of a Federal statute, the ECPA or SCA.  Freedom of 

speech does not give an employee the ability or right to say or post anything they want without 

consequences. It is within the employers’ right to disassociate themselves from a rogue 

employee's social post if it is inconsistent with their mission and values.  While venting job 

frustrations in the heat of the moment on social media platforms may seem like an easy and 

harmless thing, you do not know who your ultimate audience can be.  In the preceding case it 

clearly never crossed Ehling's mind that management would review her post.  What happens 

when current or future patients read this story?  Your personal post can have reputational 

consequences for both you and your employer (pp 9-12).  Tanzola (2015) agreed with Klemchuk 

& Desai arguing that while management is not looking for employees posting inappropriate 

material on their personal pages, if it is brought to their attention, they will deal with it (p. 32). 

(d) What are the current best practices for social media policy development and 

implementation specific to fire departments?    

Social media policies for many local government organizations focus on the 

organizational social media aspect, which are the social media outlets used by the agency to 

communicate out to the citizens.  A lesser number of organizations have social media polices 

which are tailored to employee personal use and few more cover on and off duty situations.  

Policies range from county or city wide, down to department specific implementations.  Further 

the implementation may be in the form of a general order, standard operating procedure / 

guideline, or as an amendment to an existing policy or standalone policy.  The social media 

policy should be formed around organizational core values to protect both the employee and 

employer in accordance with Younkins (2013).  It would be appropriate to notify the employee 
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of the risk of posting information on the Internet, because it is permanent in nature and once it is 

posted, they have no control over who will ultimately be able to access the information (p. 243). 

Many organizations limit the use of social media through their network, but employees 

either circumvent the obstacle through a proxy or use their personal devices to keep connected, 

according to Chi (2011).  Default privacy settings on social media sites very greatly, and can be 

changed at the discretion of the site as term of use agreements are updated.  This puts the user in 

a precarious situation where they may feel as if they are sharing information with only their 

group of friends or followers, while in actuality anyone with access to the site can view their 

content.  This is another argument for not posting sensitive data on public websites. 

Whitfield (2013) believes it is imperative that employee training is provided on how to properly 

protect personally identifiable patient data and the resulting disciplinary actions that can occur 

from a breach of that duty.  Employee misconduct on a social site may be inevitable, but while 

employers cannot prevent employees from using such sites, they can discipline employees in 

instances where personally identifiable information is released, or when the employee engages in 

harmful conduct, unbecoming to the nature of the public service system. (p. 859).  The Federal 

CIO Council (2009) adds that Operations Security (OPSEC) training should be provided 

annually to inform employees about the risks of the social sphere, making them aware of attack 

vectors and how they impact privacy.  Additionally, guidance on how to represent themselves 

with regards to their official duties, and impacts of FOIA when work related content is posted on 

their personal computer or phone, and website.  Finally, they discussed education for employees 

on controls for their hosts including; upgrading to the latest version of browser software and 

running anti-virus and anti-phishing programs to reduce their risk to compromise. (pp. 14-16).  

Because social media and technology is continuously evolving, it is recommended by Tanzola 
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(2015) that this is a regular topic of discussion with employees and to ask others what issues they 

have come across (p. 33).  Cote (2011) offered that training with regard to social media must be 

conducted throughout one's career.  It can be a module with other typical human resource topics, 

such as ethics or information security which is delivered by many agencies in the public and 

private sector.  Training should include operational security, use of sound judgement, and 

identification of personal views to not implicate the employer (p. 18). 

The challenge of developing a policy for social media that balances employer protection 

and employee rights is discussed by Whitfield (2013).  Issues of, “workplace confidentiality, 

loyalty, privacy, and monitoring”, as related to, “freedom of expression” (p. 843), are vital to the 

discussion.  In an interesting bisection with change management, Whitfield (2013) goes on to 

say, “[E]mployers [should] determine the culture they seek to create and fashion a policy to their 

specific needs” (p. 848). 

According to Chi (2011) , social media likely does not need its own separate policy, but 

can simply be addressed in existing network security and communications policies as social 

media is simply an extension of communication from within the organization (p. 2).  

J. Curtis Varone, Fire Chief for Providence Rhode Island, and attorney, spoke to Fire 

Chief Magazine on the topic of social media and firefighters.  From that interview, Bischoff 

(2011) wrote that technology has changed evermore the ability to take a picture and share it with 

the world, immediately.  Varone stated that what we had earlier was a “distribution problem”, the 

Internet and camera phones have eliminated that (p. 1).  While the premature or unauthorized 

release of official images from an emergency scene can be embarrassing, it could also be used as 

evidence, which could cause other issues, if the case should go to trial.  Varone offered several 

points to consider in shaping a social media policy, including; identifying ownership of the 
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department for all images taken by on-duty personnel, providing photograph authorization for 

specific personnel based upon their official function in the department, ensuring proper, secure 

archiving of images as public records, disallowing employee use of; title, logo, or official images 

on their personal social media pages to prevent a conflict that they may be acting as a 

spokesperson for the department.  Varone continued that due to differences in local culture and 

law, one policy cannot be made to fit all situations, but it is imperative that each department 

address this issue through a comprehensive policy before a need arises, because, it will. 

Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy (2011), fire service attorneys, in a separate panel 

interview for Fire service Court Radio, agree with Younkis (2013), that the National Labor 

Relations Act (NLRA) views social media as a new version of the "water cooler", without 

understanding the differences between 1935 and the Internet of today.  The NLRA was put into 

force in 1935 and as Younkins (2013) ascribes, the tests used validate compliance have not 

changed to take into account the sense of  immediacy and the scope of world view that has been 

altered by the Internet, social media, and digital imagery.  The concept of virulence in 

communication was not possible at the time he law emerged.  With the technology and hardware 

platforms inexpensive and portable, coupled with the aspect that the post never disappears with 

an audience of unknowns, the NLRB should heavily consider the full social media policy, not 

just an isolated term or concept. (pp. 227-233).  Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy discuss 

the analogy of talking loudly and freely in a large room without the fear of consequences as 

compared to posting on a social media website, such as Facebook.  Having a private discussion 

in a semi-controlled space without permanent record, as was the case when talking around the 

water cooler (as social media is still though of by the NLRB) is very different than posting on 

social media.  Once the speech ceased at the water cooler, it was over.  Today, there is a 
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permanent record of everything that transpired on social media, with the added threat of a 

"friend" sharing your content, taking away your control of the subject matter, is quite a different 

reality.  Another difference Varone provides is the ability to go viral, whereby perhaps millions 

of people may view the content.  Because of this real and present danger, fire chiefs have a duty 

to provide boundaries to their personnel on what is and is not appropriate behavior with regards 

to social media and organizational reputation.  Comstock adds that while public employees have 

rights under the First Amendment, everything they say is not protected.  Consideration for 

content that is protected workplace discussion would answer the questions, "Does the speech 

relate to; department operations as a whole, affect more than one employee, expenditures, safety 

issues, or discrimination issues".  These are examples of protected speech for public employees.  

Or, more simply, would the public be interested in the speech (in legal terms).  Courts will 

balance public employee speech with harm caused to the department.  If the employee evokes a 

firestorm by their speech, the speech may be protected but the employee may not avoid 

discipline up to termination, because the department must continue to operate – to serve the 

public and main public trust. 

Departments should set guidelines that protect their interests in; their emblem, name and 

if members may represent their rank and title, when speaking regarding their personal opinions, 

according to, Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy (2011).  Many firefighter social sites could 

easily appear to the common person that that individual is representing the fire department when 

speaking.  You would not want your department misrepresented because an employee posts 

something on social media, for example, “Captain Jones thinks…”, if they are not an actual 

public information officer for the represented agency.  If they are on their personal site and say 

"John Smith thinks…", there is no issue.  When they say, Deputy Chief John Smith of the 
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Smithfield Fire Department", there will be an issue with that particular language.  Continuing on 

this thread, employee’s personal use of social media should not be attributable to the 

organization’s or employee’s job function, according to the National Association of State Chief 

Information Officers [NASCIO] (2013).  While an employee's personal use of social media is 

protected by the First Amendment, there are limitations.  Specifically, it should not appear that 

the employee is speaking on behalf of their organization.  Further, employee use of such sites 

must be in accordance with applicable organizational human resource policies regarding; 

confidentiality, harassment, and codes of conduct.  These policies could apply outside of 

scheduled work hours and may include third party sites (p. 12).  Tanzola (2015) took a different 

approach than Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy (2011), simply stating that “Social media 

that is not department sanctioned is considered personal use, and each individual is personally 

responsible and potentially liable for whatever is posted", regardless of whether the photo on the 

site has the employee in uniform (p. 32).  However their policy also reflects that, "[E]mployee's 

speech on social media reflects on the department and their position in it" (p. 32). 

Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy (2011), provide four guidelines for development 

of a policy, noting that every scenario that involves employee speech cannot be anticipated. 

1. No employee of a fire department will, while speaking as a private 
citizen on a matter of public concern, shall speak in such a manner 
as to cause actual harm or disruption to operations.  

2. Employees of a fire department may be able to speak on matters of 
public concern as an employee, but not without following the chain 
of command. 

3. Employees are not usually protected when speaking on matters that 
are not of public concern, unless doing so with other employees, in 
furtherance of promoting workplace conditions. 

4. Employees are not protected against speech which is false or 
deceptive, hate speech, harassment, or speech which is libelous or 
slanderous. 
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A recommendation for an addition to an acceptable use policy was to include verbiage 

from the 2006 SANS InfoSec acceptable use policy, that, “Employees are prohibited from 

revealing any <Company> confidential or proprietary information, trade secrets or any other 

material covered by the <Company>’s Confidential Information policy when engaged in 

blogging” (p. 16).  Whitfield (2013) agrees with Chi (2011) in that existing policies for 

communication may simply be updated to include additional language addressing the social 

media aspect, as this is inherently a communication issue (p. 874).   Collins (2012) pointed to a 

model example of an administrative standard operating procedure from Oklahoma City Fire 

Department which actually defines the copyright of images taken while on duty by firefighters 

with any department owned equipment, they simply belong to the Department and must be 

turned in.  Collins, (2012) advised, this policy covers all activities with the exception of, “station 

duties, training, or nonemergency documentation” (pp 74-75).   Collins (2012) discussed the 

second policy, which was an amendment to the existing Department communications policy, 

simply providing that, “no unauthorized electronic equipment can be used during emergency 

rides” (p. 75).  Whitfield (2013) and Chi (2011) agreed, noting that new polices would not be 

necessary, simply updating existing polices (like communications) to cover the new electronic 

medium would suffice.  This is in-line with Younkins (2013), as he suggests keeping the policy 

short so it can be easily absorbed by employees. 

The policy should be concise and not mandate a requirement to provide reporting of 

employee social media activity to management according to Younkins (2013).  Additional 

guidance should include that while employees are on personal accounts, they are to express only 

their opinions, without representing the organization as a spokesperson.  Optionally offering a 

disclaimer, such as, “The posting on this site is my own and does not necessarily reflect the 
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views of [Employer]” (p. 250).  Another consideration is to prohibit the use of social media 

while on-duty, with possible exceptions for meals or breaks (pp. 243-251). This could be a 

provision of time which is considered personal time in the case of the fire department, especially 

during overnight hours for a 24 hour or greater shift.  However, no social media posts should be 

allowed during times of emergency response (from initial dispatch until return to quarters) to 

minimize the inadvertent comment on an ongoing emergency scene that may contribute to 

release of personal information, protected health care information, or provision of information 

that could inhibit an investigation or contribute to an external hostile actor impacting operations. 

Younkins, finally provides, that members should not speak on behalf of the organization without, 

in Loudoun’s case, approval from the public information officer (p. 251). 

The fire department as a profession has historically been resistant to change and 

technology adoption, due in part to a long and proud history, according to Mills (2006).  Failing 

to adapt, in this case to a technology evolution providing instant access to information to and 

from anywhere in the world in a moment’s notice, causes an organization to become “stagnant” 

(p. 1).  Alassdi and Askary (2014) discuss change management and the need for understanding 

that organizational change has a higher probability of failure without an effective plan for 

employee involvement.  Combatting early resistance to change through communications is 

imperative.  Overcoming that resistance can achieve better performance.  According to the 

authors, employees may view change as a, “loss of predictability…security…[and] convenience” 

(2014 pp. 32-33).   

The United States military shares similar issues to those of the fire service with regard to 

social media.  Both need to protect; personal / patient information, confidential or privileged 

information, and manage their overall organizational reputation as stewards of public trust.  The 
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United States Army (2011) Social Media Handbook offers suggestions to aid employers and 

employees.  Review social media privacy settings so that only those you approve of have access 

to your content.  Don't post sensitive information about yourself or others.  Be aware of 

geotagging - meta data that shares your location when you post content or images, and videos 

and images go viral rapidly, ensure they have been thoroughly reviewed before you let them go 

(p.2).  The United States Marine Corps (n.d.) "Social Corps" Manual goes on to include that 

many social media sites host external application providers that can access your information too.  

While most are good utilities, or games, they can be compromised to load viruses or use your 

account to access other "friends" (p. 9).  The Federal CIO Council (2009) highlights web 

application risks and adds social engineering and phishing to privacy risks that will be presented 

to users on the Internet.  Users are considered the weakest link in the information system, by 

either voluntarily or inadvertently divulging sensitive information through social spaces.  This 

averts most technical controls, especially on personal sites, when posted outside of the control of 

the organizational network. 

The Center for Technology in Government (2010) reviewed twenty six publicly available 

federal, state and local government social media policies and provided some guidance on the 

creation of a comprehensive policy.  Several policies expressed an expectation that employees 

keep their comments professional in both professional and personal settings.  While content was 

largely not discussed in specifics, several policies suggested departments use disclaimers in 

personal posts to indicate the comments are personal in nature and do not reflect the views of the 

employer.  Security issues, such as those discussed with Federal CIO Council (2009) were 

discussed and legal issues as those discussed by Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy (2011) 

were elaborated on further.  A new point suggested was to gather a multifunctional team to build 
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and review the social media policy as it is multidisciplinary in nature requiring; legal, human 

resource, information security, and management oversight.  Finally the paper urged the 

leveraging of existing policies and ensuring that they apply to the use of social media, including 

acceptable use and employee code of conduct policy (pp. 8-14). 

With regards to management or "white hats" in the fire service, The United States Army's 

(2011) opinion is that online social media relationships, if chosen outside of work, should 

function with the same manner of professionalism as on-duty activity.  Managers should not 

require personnel under them to accept or request to join their social media circle (p. 3).  

Social media accounts which impersonate leaders of the organization are likely at odds 

with the terms of service agreement of the social site and can be damaging to the reputation of 

the organization.  The United States Army (2011) recommends that these should be reported, if 

seen, to the employee’s chain of command (p. 14).  The National Association of State Chief 

Information Officers [NASCIO] (2013) and the Federal CIO Council (2009) also highlighted 

hijacked agency or public official identities or username infringement on social media as a 

concern to be included in the policy, due to its capacity for reputational risk (pp. 10-12). 

The United Sates Marine Corps (n.d) echoes Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy 

(2011) in being clear that your personal opinions are simply yours and not a representation of the 

organization.  Posts should not discredit your organization by being "libelous, obscene, abusive, 

threatening, racially or ethnically hateful, or otherwise offensive or illegal" (p. 7). The United 

States Marine Corps goes on to describe examples of information, that when not officially 

released, shall not be released by members, to include; "...memos, e-mails, meeting notes, 

message traffic, whitepapers, public affairs guidance, pre-decisional materials, investigatory 

information, ,and, most importantly classified information".  Loudoun County has a process for 
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the official release of material through the Freedom of Information Act, and that information can 

be vetted to ensure privileged, excluded information is not inadvertently released. 

Both The United Sates Marine Corps (n.d) and the Loudoun County Fire Department 

have access to sensitive material relative to operational situational awareness.  The guidance here 

is to never disclose information that is intended For Official Use Only. (p. 11)  This information 

is protected from release by the Freedom of Information act and includes, but not limited to, 

information marked as; Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI): Sensitive but Unclassified 

(SBU), Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES), For Official Use Only (FOUO), Sensitive Homeland 

Security Information, Sensitive Security Information (SSI)Critical Infrastructure Information 

(CII), etc. (p. 36). 

The most effective way to effect change is through persuasion, according to Garvin & 

Roberto (2005) to enable employees to differentiate from the past ways of behavior.  The 

communication strategy should consist of four elements.  Before the policy is announced, the 

stage needs to be set for employee acceptance.  Show the employees there is a problem and 

without their help and intervention, it may result in a real loss to the organization.  Specifically 

for a social media event, this can involve potentially reduced funding and a decline in public 

trust.  When the message is delivered, it must be framed in such a way as to allow messages and 

information to be interpreted as the leader envisioned.  An example of a particularly effective 

framing device for a failing hospital, from the new CEO was an e-mail memorandum which 

explained in plain language a rather lengthy turn-around plan for the organization.  The memo 

addressed prospective employee concerns, potentially curbing employee objection to the plan.  A 

similar approach on a smaller scale could be taken with social media.  Employee mood must be 

managed to understand when there is support for uptake of the new policy in order to ensure 
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execution results in full implementation.  To manage the mood, employees must be reminded 

that complacency toward old behavior will not be accepted.  In the case of a social media policy, 

this could be as simple as providing links to some very visible social media disasters from other 

jurisdictions and showing how the new policy minimizes risk to the county, employees, and 

citizens for a similar event in our jurisdiction.  Finally reinforcement of the new behavior must 

be provided regularly as the new behavior becomes the new way of business.  Integrating regular 

discussion about relevant social media issues and legislation in other jurisdictions, and evolving 

technology and software will go a long way to ensure employees constantly think about impacts.  

This is important as their connection to the virtual world is always nearby, usually, in their 

pocket (pp 109-112).  Garvin & Roberto reiterate, "Persuasion promotes understanding, 

understanding breeds acceptance, acceptance leads to action.  Without persuasion, even the best 

of turnaround plans will fail to take root" (p. 112). 

Hiatt’s (2006) ADKAR model provides five elements to guide successful change.  It is an 

acronym for Awareness, Desire, Knowledge, Ability, and Reinforcement.  Similar to Garvin & 

Roberto’s (2005) avocation for persuasion, ADKAR provides a breakdown to understand how to 

gauge if people are ready for change.  The premise is, if one or more of the elements are weak or 

missing, the odds of the change failing to implement are good.  Awareness is seeing the need for 

change.  Are employees aware that the change needs to occur?  Desire is the motivation for the 

change.  Employees need to know what the change will involve and who and how it will impact 

them as well as the contextual environment for the change.  Is this a legal requirement, and 

external threat, or an internal organizational change?  Knowledge is the ability to detect if the 

expertise is resident internally or will outside help be needed through education and training.  

Ability is the using of the required behaviors and skills to implement the change.  This is where 
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leaders need to remove roadblocks and provide the resources, for example; time and 

development of skills, in order to be successful.  Finally, after implementation, reinforcement 

keeps the change in place as the new way of doing business.  This is leadership continuing to 

remind employees of the issues of the past, why the change occurred and successes that have 

been achieved post implementation.  The elements are building blocks upon one another.  Each 

milestone must be met and sustained before moving to the successive block in order to be 

successful.    If a change is not working, this model can be diagnostic in determining where to 

focus energy in change implementation to develop a successful outcome (pp. 43-61). 

Kotter (2013) says, “Leadership is about coping with change” and that (change) is not 

going to stop any time soon (p.6).   While a hierarchical structure works well, it does not quickly 

adapt to change, in this case, technological change in the form of social networking and digital 

image use.  Kotter (2012) discusses organizational change management and components 

affecting complacency, including technology uptake.  He goes on to discuss raising urgency in 

order to affect change within the organization, and using education to assist employees to accept 

change.  While focused on “major change” within an organization, several aspects are directly 

pertinent to any size change, including; establishing a sense of urgency, developing a vision and 

strategy, communicating the change vision, and anchoring the new approaches in the culture.  

Urgency is employees understanding internal and external threats and opportunities and having a 

personal stake in adapting your organization to meet that potential.  Vision and strategy will 

provide the intended direction for personnel to direct their efforts to effectively implement the 

change.  Communication is the voice that informs the change, and anchoring makes the new 

change a permanent part of the organizational “way of life”. 
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By virtue of introducing change, according to Heifetz & Linsky (2002), people feel like 

they are losing something.  A comfortable way of doing business, familiarity, normalcy, with no 

proof that something better is waiting on the other side of the change.  They discuss the 

difference between technical and adaptive change.  Technical problems are simply solved by 

applying current knowledge and processes while adaptive problems require people to change the 

way they are doing something or thinking.  Adaptive change is hard, and people, often 

unconsciously; want to slip back to the old comfortable way of doing business.  The difference 

between the two types of problems is significant, and failure to recognize the correct problem 

can simply lead to a failed change effort and frustrated organization. Heifetz & Linsky provided 

a very good analogy to help distinguish between the two and illustrate the importance of this 

effort,  

"When your car has problems, you go to a mechanic.  Most of the time, 
the mechanic can fix the car.  But if your car troubles stem from the way a 
family member drives, the problems are likely to reoccur.  Treating the 
problem as purely technical ones – taking the car to the mechanic time and 
again to get it back on the road – masks the real issues" (p. 68).  
 

You must first get the attention of the organization by turning up the heat, showing them that a 

problem exists and emphasizing why it is important enough to take action to change, framing 

what they will get from that change, be it better performance, efficiency, legal compliance, etc.  

Showing the vision of the future, the leader can illustrate hope versus fear and reduce destructive 

conflict to shape a successful change (pp. 66-70). 

Education and communication can assert a positive effect on the change process, 

ultimately providing employee drivers for change and allowing the employee to be a part of the 

process in lieu of simply being a recipient of the outcome, according to Alassdi and Askary, 

(2014, p. 35).  The authors  note additionally, “Communication can be very beneficial as it fights 
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the effects of misinformation and any misunderstanding can be cleared up, and therefore 

resistance should subside”, while involving employees in change, “[They] will realize the impact 

[they have] on implementing the change and in return this can make change a personal 

responsibility” (p. 41). 

  Marcum and Perry (2014) cite the National Labor Relations Board interpretation of 

employer social media policies that, “[S]ome private employer social media policies are too 

broad and ambiguous, and contain no limiting language such that the policies might tend to chill 

employees in the exercise of other concerted activity under Section 7 of the National Labor 

Relations Act” (p. 17). The NLRB concluded that being specific, citing examples of conduct 

which is disallowed as opposed to broad forbiddance would make for a solid, enforceable policy.  

Virginia Legislative Information System (2013), provides, Title 40.1 of the Code of Virginia, 

covering labor and employment, chapter 57.2 covering prohibitions against collective 

bargaining,   

 No state, county, municipal, or like governmental officer, agent or governing 
body is vested with or possesses any authority to recognize any labor union or 
other employee association as a bargaining agent of any public officers or 
employees, or to collectively bargain or enter into any collective bargaining 
contract with any such union or association or its agents with respect to any 
matter relating to them or their employment or service. (p. 1) 

 
This is an important law, as it sets aside public employees in Virginia, represented by 

union affiliation or not, stating that the NLRB does not have jurisdiction to arbitrate any 

grievances, and if satisfaction is not found with the employer, the case must be remanded to the 

courts for decision.  This does not, however, discount the wisdom that the NLRB has provided in 

analysis and recommendation related to employer policy regarding social media and employees 

rights. 
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The way forward to a positive outcome is to craft and impose “a carefully designed social 

media policy and enforcing a simple and easily understood code of conduct…to protect your 

department legally…[to] reduce the risk of public embarrassment or legal fallout” according to 

Scott (2013, p.7).  Departments must take into consideration employees’ rights to freedom of 

speech while crafting policy.  Ensuring early buy-in from stakeholders through education of the 

purpose and information regarding the damaging effects of non-compliance will assist in 

participation and acceptance from those involved (p. 9).  According to Scott (2013), speech 

“which impairs performance, damages the image of the department, or creates a hostile work 

environment, has to be sanctioned” (pp. 9-10).  Sussman (2008) extends, adding communications 

policies prohibiting disclosure by employees sometimes fails due to employees not being 

engaged for the change in practice or implementation of policy.  Policies of this sort are invoked 

to protect information.  In the case of medical service providers, the impetus was so great to 

protect personal health information that the HIPPA law was enacted. (p. 332).   

Sussman (2008) provides that some information leakage may be attributed to employees’ 

basic need to be social, “a basic human need (as cited by Maslow, 1943)” (p. 333).  Cote (2011) 

shares Sussman’s concern of social media blurring the lines between private and personal 

relationship due to the relaxed environment that may enable the undermining of professional 

discipline and potentially morale. (pp. 6-7).  Sussman continues, informal communications 

channels exist in all organizations where employees can and will discuss information, prohibited 

or not, outside the formal channel, even when dictated not to be by policy.  Moreover, 

employees’ may pose reflective questions to justify the injunction to discuss information; 

“What’s’ the big deal?, Do they really think no one is going to leak?, If I tell someone I love and 

trust, who will be hurt? People will find out anyway; why go to all this trouble? Why can’t I talk 
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about X; what are they really trying to hide?” (p. 334).  Employees may internally protest and 

rationalize their decision to leak protected information, even if the possibility of termination 

exists, if they cannot justify answers to their questions (p. 334).  Scott (2013) and Sussman 

(2008) are in agreement, that in order to obtain a higher rate of compliance, employers are 

encouraged to explain to employees why the policies prohibiting the release of information are in 

place, as well as who is protected.  This can aid in employees understanding as to why the policy 

is in place and help them become an advocate for information protection.  This subtle change in 

implementation turns coercion into participation (p. 336).  Employees must not be prohibited 

from releasing information just to protect “egos”.  If the organization has engaged in illegal 

activity, or is covering up participation of supervisors who have engaged in unethical acts, 

employees have the right and duty to publicly discuss these circumstances (p. 337).  Sussman 

offers that internal counseling should be made available to employees who are prohibited from 

discussing such protected information with even close family members, and training should be 

provided to all employees who are to protect specified information (p. 338).  

Social networks have evolved from the text based bulletin board systems to the graphical 

interface of AOL, to the rich multimedia experience of Facebook where: text, images, and full 

motion video are combined with the interactivity of polls, apps, games, and quizzes.  Today all 

this is offered on both your computer and mobile platform.  Now there is a push for 

interconnectedness between social media platforms which synchronizes user’s updates across 

multiple social media sites simultaneously. Sites may be from general interest to niche 

topics.  With social media platforms evolving at such a rapid pace, virtual reality, now 

realistically on the horizon, when should the social media policy be reviewed to ensure it 

maintains currency?  New social networks are emerging all the time. While not every platform 
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takes off and gains a significant user base or reaches mass adoption, new risks for unwanted or 

unintended information exposure exist with each new market entry.  While research on the topic 

of when to update the organizations social media policy did not yield any direct results, which 

may be indicative of the need for future research in this area, organizational social media policy 

review should be a regular consideration, when a change is identified in the: technology: 

hardware platform such as smart phone or Google Glass; social platform: Twitter - 140 character 

tweets, Vine - six second video, SnapChat - perishable content; or regulatory environment: 

updated case law or changing human resource policies; which may impact Loudoun County’s 

exposure.  Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011, add, “You cannot look at your policy 

once a year.  We are going to have to look at these things every quarter to see what’s changed”. 

This was from his Fire Service Court Radio broadcast arguing the case for frequent review of the 

organizational social media policy in the face of rapidly developing technology which is in reach 

of most employees. 

Charlotte Fire Department is going through a social media misuse crisis currently.  

Harrison and Perlmutt (2015) provide the details of the ongoing policy issues where a Fire 

Marshal and Deputy Chief have both been disciplined only three months apart for alleged misuse 

of personal social media.  The former was fired for discriminatory and inflammatory Facebook 

posts regarding her opinion regarding the Ferguson, MO shooting incident and events following.  

The latter was fired for posting a picture on Facebook that was derogatory to the transgender 

community.  The Fire Marshal had previously reported an incident of a station being 

contaminated with mold and was met with resistance from the department leadership.  She feels 

the discipline was in retaliation of the initial complaint.  Further, she was fired and the Deputy 

Chief was allowed to remain on the job, though he eventually resigned in early March. 
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It is important to reiterate that similar circumstances should be dealt with similarly, 

however each case must be reviewed in its entirety.  Often is the case that there are additional 

issues outside the social media post that bear impact on the situation.  Enforcing a policy, ad-hoc 

in an effort to cover up another issue that may simply be embarrassing to the department will 

almost certainly result in a negative impact to the department in terms of: publicity, reputation, 

workforce loyalty, and potentially financially.  Charlotte’s social media policy covers both 

organizational social media (on behalf of the agency) and employee use.  No definition is 

provided as to what social media consists of.  Similarly, there is not specific language regarding 

employee use of social media at work versus off-duty.  Perhaps this was to allude to personal use 

at work being permitted, or perhaps it was specifically vague to cover on and off duty activity.  

The City of Charlotte, North Carolina (2010) Social Media Policy [ADM 15] provides that 

“…sound judgment and discretion in contributing to social media [is] encouraged…”, and 

employees are to, “…ensure a distinct separation between personal and organizational views 

because inappropriate use of social media may be grounds for disciplinary action” (p. 3).  This 

policy references Section 4.05 of the City of Charlotte Code of Ordinances, Personnel 

Administration Standards. 

 Simply having a policy may not be enough.  According to Gaines-Ross (2010), social 

media provides a continuous threat for organizations.  Individual activists or rogue employees 

can provide sniper style attacks against the organization with a world view.  Without a plan to 

respond to this type of activity, the organization can be left to scramble for a response, and in a 

consensus driven government agency, this can cost precious time while the organizational 

reputation rapidly erodes.  Gaines-Ross further discussed that the response should not be too 

heavy handed, as it too will be in world view and should be tempered to get the relevant facts 
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straight without bringing further attention to the threat actor.  The 2009 Domino’s Pizza crisis 

was illuminated where an employee had made a video of another employee performing 

disgusting acts with preparation of food.  This video was posted on YouTube, and affected 

corporate profits nationwide and nearly sunk the store financially.  The response was rapid, with 

the Chairman creating a video denouncing the act and apologizing on behalf of the organization, 

which appeared on YouTube.  This response, a corporation posting an apology video on 

YouTube, was seen as a news story in its own right, and the organization recovered quickly.  The 

important note here is that a social media playbook needs to be developed to allow a rapid 

organizational response to this type of crisis, whether internal or external actor is involved.  

Tabletop exercises should be performed to simulate responses to mock social media crisis with 

cases such as; chief officer misconduct, release of patient information, posting of an 

inappropriate photo or video, safety issue, or released internal memoranda or sensitive but 

unclassified material.  This exercise will provide a means to identify any gaps in organizational 

response and develop a playbook to handle such events (pp. 70-75).  While crafting a response to 

an actual social media event, Cote (2011) notes, the story can have already gone viral in today’s 

twenty four hour media cycle (p. 17). 

Method 

This research paper assessed the impact of current events on the fire department where 

information obtained by first responders during regular duty shift(s) becomes misused by 

releasing it in social media by text or digital images.  The analysis focused on how employer 

/employee policy affects public policy to protect the fire department and citizenry, while 

balancing the rights of the first responders.  Given the impact of implementing such a policy, the 

second half of the research focused upon the management discipline of change management.  
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Historical research was conducted, contrasting scholarly sources to understand how best to 

address the issues, along with developing policy elements which will stand up to scrutiny along 

with recommendations to provide for a successful implementation. 

First, news media was assessed to validate the significance and need for a fire department 

policy on the topic.  Notable cases of inappropriate use of social media by first responders were 

reviewed, evaluating how a policy could have prevented or mitigated harm done to; the first 

responder, the fire department, and the affected citizens. 

Second, social media, as a term, was defined to ensure clarity of purpose and eliminate 

confusion for the reader.  Some may feel social media is broad enough to encompass the Internet 

or World Wide Web, others may feel it resolves to a specific social networking site they are 

familiar with, still others may include e-mail.  The problem is, there is not a precise all-

encompassing definition which is agreed upon by all parties.  Clarity in this definition serves to 

shape the policy development.  This paper chose to focus on the definition provided by Scott 

(2013) from a Fire Service point of view, describing social media as, “a Web- or mobile-based 

means of mass communication which also allows for social interaction”, emphasizing that it, 

“move[s] information between the news source, the individual and the broader community in the 

form of interaction and dialog” (p. 2). Further adding that the websites where content is 

generated must also be either publicly accessible or accessible to invited guests, in order to view 

or update the content. 

 Third, relevant laws, cases and interpretations, ordinances, legislation, regulations, and 

policies were reviewed for applicability to this project.  Laws, including that which; allow for the 

formation of a volunteer fire department, freedom of information act, and right to work, have 

been reviewed to understand the makeup of the fire department and the rights and duties that are 
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necessary of a public body were reviewed and discussed.  In addition, the idea of when / if a 

volunteer fire department (as a private organization) is considered such a body was also 

reviewed.  An e-mail based discussion was conducted with a Loudoun County Deputy Attorney 

on February 23, 2015 to understand the applicability of (VA) FOIA to the independent volunteer 

fire companies (departments) in Loudoun County, and further, their obligations to maintain 

digital images or other artifacts which are deemed public records.  The following questions were 

asked, (a) “If a citizen makes a FOIA request for a public record originated by Loudoun County 

Fire, Rescue, & Emergency Management or by an independent Loudoun County Volunteer Fire 

Department, would the requestor be redirected to the originator of the information if they 

requested from the incorrect party, who may not have the record?”, and  (b) “According to VA 

2.2-3701 photographs or digital images taken by career employees of Loudoun County Fire or 

Volunteer Members (where the volunteer agency is deemed a public entity under VAFOIA) 

while on duty could be deemed "public records" and become requested, is that your 

understanding?”  The questions were asked to determine if only Loudoun County requires a 

policy or if there needs to be system wide adoption of a policy to meet the County’s new 

standard. 

 A review of some relevant court cases included; Pickering v. Board of Education, 

Connick v. Myers, the Garcetti Decision and Weintraub v. Board of Education.  These were 

assessed to understand the relevance of freedom of speech as it applies to public employees.  A 

review of the Health Insurance Affordability and Accountability Act and Health Information 

Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act as they apply to patient privacy, was also 

performed.  Finally, existing Loudoun County Fire Department human resource policies on 
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conduct, ethics, and discrimination were reviewed to determine how to best tie them in to cover 

social media and digital imagery use. 

Fourth, topics in change management were reviewed to provide guidance for 

implementing this policy change which will affect employees of the department, as well as 

volunteer system members.  Understanding that this policy adoption will disrupt “the way things 

were”, and will provide a path toward employee acceptance of the policy.  The role of 

organizational complacency was examined, and how turning up the urgency for change allows 

employees to get ready. Finally, the role of education and change was assessed for applicability 

to current employees to increase the success of the policy implementation. 

The outcome of the project provides policy elements for Loudoun County Fire and 

Rescue to consider, which will reduce their risk associated with first responder release of 

inappropriate information on social media, or misuse of digital images.  Balancing the approach 

to protect the fire department, citizens, and rights of employees/system members is difficult, 

however; a necessity due to the significant impact to all involved, should an improper release of 

information occur.  This two pronged approach of policy and change management provides a 

greater rate of acceptance and use, with immediate effects for the organization.  

Analysis 

The effect of social media and digital images are blurring the boundaries between the 

personal and professional lives of fire fighters and EMTs.  The absence of a social media policy 

can have adverse effects for all involved parties, including the employees, citizens and Loudoun 

County Fire, Rescue and Emergency Management.  One potential challenge is that social media 

and digital images created during the course of duty may be inadvertently released to the public.  

These posts and images could contain protected information, and could also misrepresent the 
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views of the Loudoun County Fire, Rescue and Emergency Management.  These potentially 

damaging actions could cause severe reputation risk for the County and its employees, thereby, 

reducing the citizens’ trust in the capabilities of the responders.  

For example, a firefighter in the middle of searching for a potential drowning victim, 

posted racist comments about the victim (Willey, 2014)   The post went viral within hours.  In 

another case, an EMT shared murder scene photos in a bar and moments later the family of the 

victim saw the grizzly images of what had happened to their daughter (Miller, 2009).  Collins 

(2012) points out that the change in technology provides a camera in almost every phone, with 

direct internet access, and interconnected web based social circles.  I believe this is a problem 

because too often people do not think before they post comments or images and social media 

missteps include the release of; personal health care information, controlled unclassified data, or 

inadvertent misrepresentation of the Department.   

Recommendation 1: Loudoun County should adopt a social media policy with 

specific language addressing prohibitions that extend into personal use of social media. 

Without a specific policy to outline what cannot be posted, along with an educational component 

aimed at employees, Loudoun County is likely to experience the problems this issue has caused 

in other jurisdictions. Scott (2013) and Bishoff (2011) discussed that it is necessary to have a 

policy that addresses specific employee actions when they choose to post on social media.  These 

include such actions as airing internal department issues publicly, releasing protected patient 

information, and misrepresenting their personal opinions as those of the department.  If these 

actions are not included in the policy, it is possible that the department will potentially damage 

their image, reduce public trust for their department, and negatively impact their budget 

allocation due to the publicity. 
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Besides immediacy, the other issue with social media is persistence.  Cheng (2010), 

Whitfield (2013), Bryant (2012), and Chi (2011) agree that it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

recapture or delete information posted on the internet.  Backup copies reside on servers, and 

people re-post and share information without permission. 

Recommendation 2: Loudoun County should issue the social media and digital image 

policy system wide, as the independent volunteer fire and rescue departments are all 

subject to the same terms under open government legislation.  It is imperative that any new 

policy be adopted system-wide to covering both career and volunteer departments in Loudoun 

County. While there are sixteen independent volunteer fire and rescue departments (companies) 

under the combined system, they all operate on behalf of and under the control of the Loudoun 

County Fire, Rescue and Emergency Services and ultimately the Board of Supervisors.  There 

needs to be a comprehensive policy addressing social media and digital images that is uniform 

across all entities in order that all identified departments, employees or members, and citizens 

served are equally protected. 

The Virginia State Code (§ 2.2-3701) states that public records include photographs and 

digital images and video captured by public employees while exercising their duties.  These 

records, once created, must be archived for potential future request by citizens, and made 

available for inspection or copying.  Loudoun County is a public entity under the scope of the 

code as a local government.  The Virginia Freedom of Information Advisory Council has 

provided that any entity receiving 66.6 percent of its operating budget from public funds can also 

be considered a public entity and is subject to the same law.  In 2014, the direct relationship 

between the sixteen volunteer fire and rescue departments and Loudoun County Fire, Rescue, 

and Emergency Services was codified in Chapter 258 of the Loudoun County Ordinances, 
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Administrative Code.  This tied with the direct funding, infrastructure, and other resources 

provided by Loudoun County, according to M. Spring (personal communication, 2015, February 

23) to each of the independent volunteer fire and rescue departments unified under a single 

combined system charter, creates the requirement for open records by the volunteer departments, 

as well.  

Social media needs to be defined, first and foremost, so that employees understand what 

it is and what it is not.  Without bounds, as was discovered in the research, social media could be 

left up to wide and varied interpretations.  Recommendation 3:  Observe Scott’s (2013) social 

media definition, “a Web- or mobile-based means of mass communication which also 

allows for social interaction”, emphasizing that it, “move[s] information between the news 

source, the individual and the broader community in the form of interaction and dialog” 

(p. 2).  This definition is broad enough to cover evolving changes in technology and platforms 

within the social media structure and beyond, because it is device and site agnostic, but specific 

enough to cover mass communication.  This definition does not include certain types of websites, 

such as personal blog/diary sites, that have author only access. 

Recommendation 4: Loudoun County should include policy elements specific to; 

imagery and audio, to include: photographs, digital images, video, and audio.  A draft policy 

for review is provided in Appendix B.  Include digital images as a specific part of the social 

media policy.  The image itself tells a lot about the event, but embedded in the code that is the 

picture, remains the meta-data that can tell a larger story.  The date and time, along with global 

positioning information, can be appended to the photo file, in such a way that they are not visible 

in the image but are still retrievable.  This, combined with the image detail, may provide 

everything necessary to positively identify a patient and/or the medical procedures being 
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performed.  Video images captured with audio enabled can also lead to leaked information as 

discussions about patient care, other privileged information, or careless / reckless comments, 

may be inadvertently disclosed.  

Collins (2012) pointed to the Oklahoma City Fire Department policy which states that the 

Department owns the copyright on all images taken while on duty by firefighters and the images 

must be turned in.  Bischoff (2011) agreed that it is essential for departments to have a policy to 

protect this sensitive information.  In a March 2015, Fire Chief Open Forum blog, in the 

International Association of Fire Chief’s “KnowledgeNet” website, Chief Thomas Kuterbach 

asked if any fire departments had a policy for releasing pictures taken by fire department or 

personal cameras of on duty personnel.  Interim Fire Chief, Jim Sunia, (Hanford Fire 

Department, 2011), offered a suggested policy which included elements which should be 

considered for adoption by Loudoun County.  Key elements were; 1) disallowing employees 

from use of personal electronic devices while on-scene, 2) use of only approved recording 

devices – owned by the department, 3) images containing identifiable patient information are 

protected as medical documentation under HIPPA, 4) all images, audio, and / or video are owned 

by the department, 5) no images and/or audio can be shared, transferred, or reproduced, 6) all 

images will be downloaded, cataloged, and stored in a controlled server as soon as practical, 

erasing the media card in the device, 7) off duty personnel shall not use their affiliation to gain 

access to areas of a scene the general public is not able to access, personal and 8) helmet or dash 

cameras are prohibited.  These elements are in alignment with suggestions for protection of the 

department, employees, and citizens suggested by both Collins (2012) and Bischoff (2011).  This 

comprehensive strategy is needed to spell out to the employee what is and what is not permitted 

with regards to images and / or audio captured at an emergency scene (pp. 1-2). 
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Recommendation 5:  Loudoun County should educate employees/members on their 

rights, as public employees, with regards to freedom of speech.  Public employees have seen 

Court decisions variously impacting their speech rights.  Marcum, Sandra, and Perry (2014) 

highlighted several seminal cases.  Pickering v. Board of Education (391 U.S. 563 (1968) 

resulted in the creating of the balancing test (p. 8).  Connick v. Myers concluded that issues of 

public concern may receive protection while issues of only personal interest do not receive 

protection (p. 9).  Cebellos v. Garcetti provided “[W]hen public employees make statements 

pursuant to their official duties, the employees are not speaking as citizens”, further, “Employers 

have heightened interests in controlling speech made by an employee in his or her professional 

capacity.  Official communications have official consequences; therefore, this creates a need for 

substantive consistency and clarity” (p. 10).   Weintraub v. Board of Education New York (593 

F.3d 196 (2nd Cir. 2010)) a case with union involvement,  provided “[S]peech can be ‘pursuant 

to’ a public employee’s official job duties even though it is not required by, or included in, the 

employee’s job description, or in response to a request by an employer” (p. 11). 

Recommendation 6: Education and guidance be provided to employees on initiating 

and use of privacy settings on social media platforms.  Privacy settings between websites very 

greatly and may change at the whim of the application owner allowing inadvertent public access 

to what was believed by the user to be “private”.  Chi (2011), Whitfield (2013) agree that 

training on the privacy settings can encourage employees to review their settings to ensure they 

understand the settings and potential impacts.   Cote (2011) and CIO Council (2009) state that 

training should include: risks of sharing information, privacy impact, operational security, and 

reoccur throughout their career.  Employees maintain some protection under the Electronic 

Communications Privacy Act and Stored Communications Act, but only when they have created 
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a private area for sharing their information.  However, it is still possible that their authorized 

participants can share information outside of the protected area, with that information possibly 

reaching management.  Tanzola (2015) and Klemchuk & Desai (2014) agree, if inappropriate 

material was posted on employee personal pages, and it is brought management’s attention, 

action can and should be taken. 

By researching various federal, state and local agencies, in addition to the fire service, I 

discovered several best practices to incorporate into a social media policy.  

Recommendation 6: Loudoun County should implement the following high impact 

policy elements within their social media policy.  A draft policy for review is provided in 

Appendix A. The comprehensive policy will provide substance and protection for the 

stakeholders while still balancing the rights of employees.  Care was given to provide descriptive 

language to detail the level of requirement within each policy element.  For employees, it is as 

important to know what to do as it is what not to do with regard to personal social media.  

Leaders in their field have contributed to this policy arrangement providing a multidisciplinary 

solution to a complex policy problem. 

1. Employees are strongly encouraged to offer a disclaimer on personal websites, such as, “The 

posting on this site is my own and does not necessarily reflect the views of [Loudoun County 

Fire, Rescue, & Emergency Management or Independent Volunteer Fire/Rescue 

Department]”, (Younkins, 2013).  Employees should not speak on behalf of the organization 

without, in Loudoun’s case, approval from the Public Information Officer, and/or Officer-In-

Charge or Incident Commander.   

Another option that was considered was to disallow the use of employer: title, logo, or 

official images on their personal social media pages.  This will serve to prevent a conflict that 
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the employee may be acting as a spokesperson for the department (Bishoff,  2011), (Pinsky, 

Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011), and (National Association of State Chief Information 

Officers [NASCIO], 2013).  Experts are not in agreement as to whether to allow use of rank 

and title within social media posts or to simply offer a disclaimer indicating that the post is 

purely a personal opinion.  The problem is that historically, rank, title and affiliation have 

lent credibility to the ongoing conversations on the many professional and industry social 

media sites and blog pages. Some examples of the professional sites include; International 

Association of Firefighters (IAFF), International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), National 

Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC), International Association of Arson Investigators (IAAI), 

Firehouse, FireRescue, Journal of Emergency Medical Services (JEMS).  Due to the 

conflicting expert opinions on this matter, the more prudent option for Loudoun County 

would be to offer a disclaimer on all unofficial social media communications, while allowing 

the use of rank, title and affiliation. 

2. Employee personal use of social media sites shall be in accordance with applicable 

organizational human resource policies regarding; confidentiality, harassment, and codes of 

conduct.  These policies could apply outside of scheduled work hours and may include third 

party sites (Tanzola, 2015). 

3. “Social media that is not department sanctioned is considered personal use, and each 

individual is personally responsible and potentially liable for whatever is posted” (Pinsky, 

Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011).  This makes it clear that the employee’s voice on 

social media can impact the Department. 
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4. “No employee of the fire department will, while speaking as a private citizen on a matter of 

public concern, shall speak in such a manner as to cause actual harm or disruption to 

operations” (Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011). 

5. Employees must follow the chain-of-command.  “Employees of the fire department may be 

able to speak on matters of public concern as an employee, but not without following the 

chain of command” (Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011). 

6. “Employees are not usually protected when speaking on matters that are not of public 

concern, unless doing so with other employees, in furtherance of promoting workplace 

conditions” (Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011).  Employees must not be 

prohibited from releasing information just to protect “egos”.  If the organization has engaged 

in illegal activity, or is covering up participation of supervisors who have engaged in 

unethical acts, employees have the right and duty to publicly discuss these circumstances 

(Sussman, 2008). 

7. Posts shall not discredit the Department by being: libelous, obscene, abusive, threatening, 

racially or ethnically hateful, or otherwise offensive or illegal (United States Marine Corps, 

n.d), (Scott, 2013), and (Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011).  “Employees are not 

protected against speech which is false or deceptive; hate speech, harassment, or speech 

which is libelous or slanderous” (Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011).  

8. Prohibit the use of social media while on-duty, with exceptions for meals or breaks 

(Younkins, 2013). This could be a provision of time which is considered personal time in the 

case of the fire department, especially during overnight hours for a 24 hour or greater shift.  

However, no social media posts shall be allowed during times of emergency response (from 

initial dispatch until return to quarters) to minimize the inadvertent comment on an ongoing 
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emergency scene that may contribute to release of personal information, protected health care 

information, or provision of information that could inhibit an investigation or contribute to an 

external hostile actor impacting operations. 

9. Managers shall not require personnel under them to accept or request to join their social 

media circle (The United States Army, 2011).  Failure to heed this recommendation could 

result in a breach of ECPA/SCA legislation. 

10. If inappropriate material; which discredits the Department (see also line 7), erodes public 

trust, or releases protected information (healthcare or controlled unclassified information), 

has been posted on an employee personal social media site(s), and it is brought, unsolicited to 

management’s attention, action can and will be taken (Tanzola, 2015) and (Klemchuk & 

Desai, 2014). 

11. Social media impersonation of senior leadership discovered by employees shall be reported  

to the employee’s chain-of –command due to its reputational effects to the Department (The 

United States Army, 2011), (NASCIO, 2013) , and (Federal CIO Council, 2009). 

12. Never disclose information that is intended For Official Use Only (United Sates Marine 

Corps, n.d)  This information is protected from release by the Freedom of Information act 

and includes, but is not limited to, information marked as; Controlled Unclassified 

Information (CUI): Sensitive but Unclassified (SBU), Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES), For 

Official Use Only (FOUO), Sensitive Homeland Security Information, Sensitive Security 

Information (SSI), or Critical Infrastructure Information (CII). 

13. Internal counseling is available to employees who are prohibited from discussing protected 

information with even close family members.  A member of the Critical Incident Stress 

Management Team or Employee Assistance Program may be sought for confidential 
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counseling.   Training should be provided to all employees who have to protect specified 

information (Sussman, 2008).  

14. Discipline for violations of this policy may range from verbal or written warning to 

termination, and may not be subject to the full process depending upon the impact to the 

Department or citizens (Marcum, Sandra, and Perry, 2014) and (Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, 

& Murphy, 2011). 

The fire department as a profession has historically been resistant to change and 

technology adoption, due in part to a long and proud history (Mills, 2006).  Change is more 

subject to failure without a plan for employee involvement (Alassdi & Askary, 2014).  There are 

two types of problems, technical, which is solved through applying current knowledge and 

processes and adaptive  which can only be solved through changing the way something is done 

or way of thinking (Heifetz & Linsky, 2002).  Implementing a social media policy which places 

restrictions on activity that has previously been unrestricted is an adaptive problem. 

Recommendation 7: Loudoun County should implement a phased approach to the policy 

implementation which allows for employee understanding and communication throughout 

the process to inhibit misunderstanding and misinformation.  Change processes were offered 

from (Garvin & Roberto, 2005, Hiatt , 2006, Kotter , 2012, and Heifetz & Linsky , 2002).  While 

slightly different in nomenclature, they offered a similar set of guidance that would benefit 

policy rollout (Table 1).  For ease of understanding, the Hiatt ADKAR approach is recommended 

as follows.   

Garvin & Roberto (2008) Hiatt (2006)  Kotter (2012) Heifetz & Linsky 
(2002) 

Setting the stage for 
employee acceptance by 
showing the problem 
exists 

Awareness – observing 
the need for change  
 

Establish urgency 
to have employees 
accept the need 
for change 
 

Truing up the heat 
(urgency) 
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Frame the change 
message in a way that it is 
interpreted by employees 
as intended by the leader 

Desire – motivation for 
the change 

 

Develop a vision 
and strategy 

Framing benefit to 
the employee (from 
the change) 

 Knowledge – can change 
occur with internal 
expertise or is outside 
help needed 

Communicating 
the change vision 

Communicate the 
vision 

Manage the mood by 
reminding employees that 
complacency toward the 
old behavior will not be 
tolerated 

Ability - required 
behaviors and skills 

 

  

Reinforcement of the new 
behavior through regular 
discussion 

Reinforcement – keeps 
the change in place 
 

Anchoring the 
new approaches in 
the culture 

 

Communicate 
continuously to fight 
misinformation and 
misunderstanding 

 Table 1: Change Methodologies 

First, inform employees that there is a (fire service-wide) problem with personal use of social 

media illustrated through news articles specific to the fire service.  Second, draft a memorandum 

outlining the need for change in behavior to maintain the positive reputation of the organization 

and public trust.  Within the memo articulate the major policy elements and any implications to 

the way of doing business that they will cause.  System wide involvement should be sought for 

comments to a draft policy.  Executive Committee outreach to the career firefighter’s union 

representation, volunteer station presidents and chiefs, as well as internal review from the 

Loudoun County should be sought to ensure stakeholder involvement in the outcome of the 

policy.  The risks of any changes should be clearly articulated following the request for 

comments.  Third, provide education to employees through outreach, possibly using the existing 

Centre Learn system.  Topics should include: social media privacy settings, operational risks, 

consequences of inappropriate use, and applicable laws, including, HIPPA, HITECH, ECPA, and 

SCA.  First Amendment Rights should be discussed to include applicable case law pertaining to 

public employees.  Additionally, discuss the limitations of: image, video, and audio capture and 

use while on-duty and authorized electronic devices and users.  A final training element may 
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include reinforcing to all employees who protect specified information that access to the Critical 

Incident Stress Management Team or Employee Assistance Program is available to discuss the 

impact on the employee regarding issues which they may be prohibited from releasing to family 

members or others.  Finally, training should include any provisions for employee use of the 

Department: emblem, name, and if members may represent their rank and title, when speaking 

regarding their personal opinions.  Forth, leadership should remove roadblocks and provide the 

resources, such as; time and development of skills, to allow employees to be successful.  Finally, 

continuous communication should occur, especially as the change begins to take place.  

Reminders in the form of news stories of other jurisdictions failing with regards to employee 

social media use can bring real impact into employee choices to exhibit positive behavior, 

reinforcing the change and making it the new way of operations. 

The social media policy is multidisciplinary in nature requiring; legal, human resource, 

information security, and management oversight (Center for Technology in Government, 2010).  

(Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011), “You cannot look at your [social media] policy 

once a year.  We are going to have to look at these things every quarter to see what’s changed”, 

(Pinsky, Varone, Comstock, & Murphy, 2011).  Recommendation 8: Loudoun County should 

form a cross-functional leadership team to assess their social media policy, at least bi-

annually.  This will allow a review of both the policy and any events that tested the policy in the 

last operational period.  It is important to include disciplines including; operations, human 

resources, information technology, and legal in the review process.   New platforms and 

technology can be discussed and adaptations to policy discussed for adoption. 

News stories can go viral in moments in today’s twenty four hour news media cycle, 

(Cote, 2011).  There is little, if any time, available to craft an organizationally unified response 
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as the event unfolds.  Recommendation 9:  Loudon County should perform tabletop 

exercises, at least bi-annually, with a cross-functional leadership team, to simulate 

responses to mock social media crises.  These exercise(s) will illuminate gaps in organizational 

response, developing a playbook to handle such events in the future.  Looking at instances where 

the policy was recently tested, how new social media platforms have evolved, and reviewing 

what if scenarios stemming from news stories about other jurisdictions will provide a guidebook 

for how to deal with an actual crisis in the future.  Once a social media crisis occurs, the clock 

starts ticking, and there is not time to obtain an organizational consensus before the public casts 

judgement. 

Limitations 

The focus of this research on public employees and private volunteer organizations 

subject to FOIA, both providing emergency services to the public, provides for a limitation of 

applicability.  There are inherent differences between the public and true private sector which 

would not make the suggestions entirely usable in the private sector.  Additionally, this research 

focused specifically upon employee use of personal social media, not dealing with organizational 

social media -- official communications on behalf the organization. 

The technology and platforms supporting social media are changing at a rapid pace.  

While researching a suggested timeframe to review the social media policy, there was only one 

suggestion discovered.  Looking further into the review of information systems policies, there 

was no direct suggestion as to an applicable timeframe within which to review such policies.  

This may be a subject of further research.  Furthermore, there was no agreement on a specific 

definition of social media.  A definition as applicable to this project was decided upon, however, 
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there remains some disconnect between scholars on this topic, likely in part to its continuous 

growth and transformation. 

The researcher inquired about the availability of a social media policy prior to beginning 

this work at levels of Battalion Chief and Deputy Chief and was advised no policy existed.  An 

unsolicited copy of INT-05 Social Media Policy was provided by the Assistant Chief (personal 

communication, M. Tobia, March 2, 2015).  This policy remains in draft form with an original 

date of July 2, 2010, revised July 19, 2013.  With the Loudoun County draft policy provided late 

in the analysis phase of the paper, it was not considered due to time constraints and potential bias 

to provide suggestions to the organization on employee use of personal social media.  Once the 

research project is completed, a comparative analysis will be conducted to see where changes 

can be made to positively impact the current draft policy, making it both stronger and balancing 

the rights of stakeholders.  A discussion was conducted following the receipt of the document to 

facilitate an understanding and an agreement was made to move forward without using the 

existing draft document with a follow up comparative analysis to be conducted. 

In conducting this research, the author found the need for additional research in three 

areas.  First, future research may be conducted to provide a method for first responders to 

properly and easily archive public records in the form of digital images (including video) created 

by first responders such that they can be searched and obtained for future consumption, meeting 

the requirements of the Freedom of Information Act. Second, future research may include the 

development of a social media crisis toolkit for use when a crisis event occurs to include table-

top exercises.  A final area of future research may be an assessment of how to best handle 

bystanders taking pictures / video at fire and EMS scenes. 
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Conclusion 

Loudoun County Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management does not have a policy in 

force to address employee personal use of social media, nor the ownership of images, where the 

subject of the content was derived or created through the employees’ normal course of duty.  The 

significance of not having a policy has been illustrated by the actions of other fire department 

members throughout this paper. Improper use of social media by employees, on or off duty, can 

have a profound impact on the citizens who rely on first responders during an emergency.   

Personal social media misuse through the intended and unintended release of protected 

information, disparaging remarks, department misrepresentation, or release of graphic photos in 

the fire service has been pervasive since the delivery method has evolved from film and personal 

conversation to the Internet and camera phone.  It is the responsibility of department leadership 

to clearly identify this problem to its members, and as a change agent; prevent reputational 

damage to the department, protect the rights of citizens being served, and balance the personal 

freedoms of the men and women serving in its ranks.  A system wide policy on social media and 

digital image use should be enacted, with these three tenants in mind, in order to protect 

stakeholders while minimally restricting the rights of public employees.  Employees and 

members must be trained to understand the reasons behind the policy, and further to understand 

their part in securing their own personal web space to minimize inadvertent leaks of private 

information.  Social media represents an ever-changing landscape technologically, and for its 

legal and privacy aspects.  As important as creating a policy to address employee / member 

personal social media and digital image use, the Department needs to review and test that policy 

to maintain currency with the changing dynamic of social media and the technology platforms 

which make its content so rich.  
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Appendix A: Suggested Elements for Social Media Policy Specific to Employee Personal Use 

 

[DRAFT for consideration] 

Scope: 

All employees, career and civil and volunteer fire, rescue, and emergency medical service 

departments, companies, and members thereof, working for or supporting Loudoun County 

Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. 

Definition: 

Social media is considered to be a Web- or mobile-based means of mass communication 

allowing for social interaction, moving information between a news source, an individual and/or 

a broader community in the form of interaction and dialog.  Social media sites are either publicly 

accessible or accessible to invited guests, in order to create, view or update the content. 

Department is considered for the purpose of this policy to include; 

Loudoun County Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management (LCFR&EM) and the Volunteer 

Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Medical Services Companies and Departments supporting 

LCFR&EM. 

Policy:  

1. Employees and members are strongly encouraged to offer a disclaimer on personal social 

media and /or websites, such as, “The posting on this site is my own and does not necessarily 

reflect the views of [Loudoun County Fire, Rescue, & Emergency Management or 

Independent Volunteer Fire/Rescue Department]”. 

2. Social media that is not department sanctioned is considered personal use, and each 

individual is personally responsible AND potentially liable for whatever is posted. 
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3. Employee personal use of social media sites shall be in accordance with applicable 

organizational and human resource policies regarding; confidentiality, harassment, and codes 

of conduct. 

4. No employee or member of the Department will, while speaking as a private citizen on a 

matter of public concern, speak in such a manner as to cause actual harm or disruption to 

Department operations. 

5. Employees and members must follow the chain-of-command.  Employees and members of 

the Department may be able to speak on matters of public concern as an employee/member, 

but not without following the chain-of-command. 

6. Employees/members are not usually protected when speaking on matters that are not of 

public concern, unless doing so with other employees/members, in furtherance of promoting 

workplace conditions. 

7. Social media posts shall not discredit the Department by being: libelous, obscene, abusive, 

threatening, racially or ethnically hateful, or otherwise offensive or illegal. 

8. The use of personal web and social media while on-duty is prohibited during emergency 

response – from time of initial dispatch, until unit return to quarters.  

9. Managers of employees / members shall not require personnel under them to accept or 

request to join their social media circle. 

10. If inappropriate material; which discredits the Department (see also line 7), erodes public 

trust, or releases protected information (like healthcare or controlled unclassified 

information), has been posted on an employee/member personal web and/or social media 

site(s), and it is brought, unsolicited to management’s attention, action can and will be taken. 
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11. Social media impersonation of senior Department leadership discovered by 

employees/members shall be reported to the employee’s chain-of–command due to its 

reputational effects to the Department.  

12. Never disclose information that is Controlled Unclassified Information (CUI) in nature.  This 

information is protected from release by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as it is 

sensitive in nature and could have harmful effects to fire department or law enforcement 

operations.   Controlled Unclassified Information may be marked as any of the following;  

a. Sensitive but Unclassified (SBU) 

b. Law Enforcement Sensitive (LES) 

c. For Official Use Only (FOUO) 

d. Sensitive Homeland Security Information (SHSI) 

e. Sensitive Security Information (SSI 

f. Critical Infrastructure Information (CII). 

13. Internal counseling is available to employees or members who are prohibited from discussing 

protected information with even close family members.  A member of the Critical Incident 

Stress Management Team or Employee Assistance Program may be sought for confidential 

counseling.    

14. Discipline for violations of this policy may range from verbal or written warning to 

termination, and may not be subject to the full process depending upon the impact to the 

Department or citizens  

15. In addition to the covered items, other policy may also apply. 

Other Applicable Policy 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (2007, October 19). 
General expectations (SOP: 01.00.08). 
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Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (2009, August 31). 
Workplace violence revised (SOP: 02.00.03). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (2007, October 19). 
Consensual relationships (SOP: 02.00.12). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (1995, November 1 
– as revised). Employee code of conduct: Employee conduct (Chapter 3). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (1995, November 1 
– as revised). Employment (Chapter 2). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (1995, March 14 – 
as revised). General principles and governing policies (Chapter 1). 

 

An example to illustrate how to secure four personal social sites: Facebook, Google+, Twitter, 
and Linked In can be found; 

United States Special Operations Command, Pacific. ( 2014). Social Media Smartcard. Retrieved 
from: http://www.socpac.socom.mil/Docs/Social%20Media%20Smart%20Cards%20-
%20DOs%20and%20DON'Ts%20(Dec%2014).pdf 
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Appendix B: Suggested Elements For Photography, Video, Audio, and Digital Media Policy 
Specific to Employee Personal Use 

 

[DRAFT for consideration] 

Scope: 

All employees, career and civil and volunteer fire, rescue, and emergency medical service 

departments, companies, and members thereof, working for or supporting Loudoun County 

Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Services. 

Definition: 

Department is considered for the purpose of this policy to include; 

Loudoun County Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management (LCFR&EM) and the Volunteer 

Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Medical Services Companies and Departments supporting 

LCFR&EM. 

Policy:  

1. Employee or member use of personal electronic devices while responding to, on-scene or 

returning from an emergency call is prohibited. Personal mobile-phone exemption may be 

allowed for voice communications only, when approved by the Emergency Medical 

Services (EMS) Attendant-in-Charge (AIC), Fire Unit Officer or Incident Commander in 

support of scene or incident operations.  Examples may include communications with; a 

hospital, poison control center, emergency communications center(s), emergency point(s) of 

contact for the incident, hazardous material (HAZMAT) reference entity, federal, state, and / 

or local government support. 
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2. Only Department owned and approved recording devices shall be used for on-scene use 

capture of images, audio, or video in support of; training, clinical studies, or law 

enforcement investigations. 

3. Department personnel authorized to capture; photographs, images, videos, and/or audio on 

behalf of the Department during emergency response shall include; the incident commander 

– or designee, Public Information Officer (PIO), Safety Officer, official Department 

photographer, Fire Marshal or investigating law enforcement agency(ies). 

4. Images, photos, videos, and/or audio shall not be recorded while on-duty, with the exception 

of: station duties, training, or nonemergency documentation.   

5. Images containing identifiable patient information are protected the same as medical 

documentation under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 

(HIPPA) and/or Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act 

(HITECH). 

6. All images, audio, and / or video taken during an emergency response under the normal 

course of duty by employees/members are owned by the Department -- regardless of device 

ownership, in the case of inadvertent capture using a personally owned device. 

7. No images, video, and/or audio may be; shared, transferred, or reproduced without express 

Department authorization, except where required by law or for law enforcement activity. 

8. All images shall be; downloaded, cataloged, and stored in a controlled server as soon as 

practical, erasing the media storage within the device. 

9. Off-duty personnel shall not use their affiliation to gain access to areas of an emergency 

scene the general public is not able to access. 

10. Personal; helmet, body, or dash cameras are prohibited.  
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11. In addition to the covered items, other policy may also apply. 

Other Applicable Policy 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (2007, October 19). 
General expectations (SOP: 01.00.08). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (2009, August 31). 
Workplace violence revised (SOP: 02.00.03). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (2007, October 19). 
Consensual relationships (SOP: 02.00.12). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (1995, November 1 
– as revised). Employee code of conduct: Employee conduct (Chapter 3). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (1995, November 1 
– as revised). Employment (Chapter 2). 

Loudoun County Department of Fire, Rescue, and Emergency Management. (1995, March 14 – 
as revised). General principles and governing policies (Chapter 1). 
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